
1 Summit concludes; Modi calls for virtual review
meet in Nov. 

4 Haryana khaps seek ban on marriages within
same villages, live- in relationships 

6 Stocktaking calamity 

6 The larger project of subverting the idea of
India 

6 Secure and fair 

7 Redouble efforts to reduce disaster risks 

7 Housewives make up over 50% of India’s
female suicides 

8 G -7 nations, Turkey defend ‘climbdown’ on
Ukraine to clinch Delhi Declaration 

10 On the crime of ‘false promise to marry’

11 How did a China-based hacking group
compromise Microsoft’s cloud security? 

12 As G- 20 plans to explore crypto regulation,
India may wait to firm up domestic laws 

12 Poisoning may have led to death of tigers in
Nilgiris 

14 Apple country gets ground ready for cannabis
cultivation 

14 Regulator issues alert over sale of falsified
versions of 2 drugs 

II Genetic engineering gives mosquito control an
upgrade 

II Crown shyness: let our realms stay apart 

1 Curtains fall, set stage

3 AQI at 45, Delhi experiences its cleanest air of
the year

8 PM discusses trade, energy, climate with
leaders from Europe, Africa

8 In Modi-Lula meet: Security Council reform,
climate change and cooperation in defence

8 Seat in UNSC should be held by rotation:
Erdogan backs India bid

10 INDIA’S WORLD

10 An unforgettable presidency

10 NEW CURRENCY, NEXT STEPS

10 THE DELHI THEY COULDN’T SEE

11 Bringing Africa in

12 Fake liver, cancer drugs in market, regulator
warns doctors, patients

14 G20 statement on health: India’s 3 priorities,
digital push

14 WHAT IS THE AFRICAN UNION, THE LATEST
MEMBER OF G20

14 India’s falling cotton production: the causes for
worry, and the solutions

14 What is PGII, the initiative behind India-ME-
Europe Economic Corridor

15 Scaling down in nuclear power and space:
Why small is now the new big
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